
PRIME BROKERAGE BUSINESS PLAN

In our review of the business model opportunity, we use our survey data to help understand how obstacles can be
overcome and an agency prime brokerage.

The most common way to ensure this is to allow the prime brokers to use the assets they hold on behalf of the
hedge funds to lend or swap or otherwise use to other clients. In essence, a prime brokerage service gives large
institutions a mechanism allowing them to outsource many of their investment activities and shift focus onto
investment goals and strategy. Print this page Slash and burn were the words of the moment on a March
morning when Credit Suisse announced the latest plans to restore the fortunes of its investment bank.
Concierge-style services may also be offered. We want to go and attract new business. While conceptually
straightforward, agency prime brokerage presents difficulties for borrowers, lenders and prime brokers
themselves. These can include risk management, capital introduction, securities financing and cash financing.
The second group of important counterparties is commercial banks that have adequate funds available to make
large loans for margin purposes. The benefit is that prime brokers could charge a fee for this service without
negatively impacting their balance sheet, and could apply balance sheet where needed to maintain consistent
services for clients. Qualifying Clients The majority of prime brokerage clients are made of large-scale
investors and institutions. As Basel III regulations become more firmly implanted in the banking community,
balance sheet management remains a top priority. Since then, there has been a loosening up of attitudes to
rehypothecation, but the landscape nevertheless looks very different. While hedge funds may be keeping a
closer eye on what exactly their prime brokers are doing with their assets, rehypothecation nevertheless
remains an important part of the business model for both parties. Maverick Updated Nov 4, The role served by
a prime brokerage is that of facilitating large, active trading operations such as hedge funds. The services of a
prime brokerage aid hedge funds in accessing research, finding new investors, borrowing securities or cash
and more. Compare Investment Accounts. This simplifies reporting and operations for the hedge fund since
the prime broker also typically serves as the custodian for the hedge fund's assets. The alternative would be
credit lines â€” borrowing directly from a bank â€” but although this seems more straightforward, and in the
current low interest rate environment, perfectly affordable, it is vulnerable to change. Central to their role,
prime brokers allow hedge funds to borrow securities and increase their leverage, while also acting as an
intermediary between hedge funds and counterparties such as pension funds and commercial banks.
Outsourced administration and trustee services, along with enhanced leverage enabled by offering lines of
credit, are additional features offered by many prime brokerage firms. While a hedge fund traditionally
operates through accounts at a number of brokerage firms, it commonly instructs these executing brokers to
clear all trades through its designated prime broker. Following this realisation, many hedge funds either
stopped allowing rehypothecation or placed strict limits on what could be used.


